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Rudzinskas and partners
To: budgetary enterprise Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of
Lithuania, Didžioji street no. 17/1, Vilnius
COVER LETTER
Vilnius
January 8, 2020
The attorney Rokas Radzinskas and Grant Arthur Gochin, personal ID number xxxxxxxxxxx,
address 10900 Winnetka Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311, USA (hereinafter Client) concluded an
agreement on legal consultation and representation on August 11, 2016, based on which the
attorney was given the power to represent the Client at state and other institutions, enterprises,
agencies and organizations, to make requests, to receive documents requested and to maintain
legal contacts with third parties.
Operating as the authorized representative, I send a request addressed to you by the Client for
the provision of information.
The Client's address for correspondence in the Republic of Lithuania: Attorneys office of
Rudzinskas and partners, A. Mickevičiaus street no. 14-2, Vilnius; rokas@rlaw.lt
APPENDED:
1. Request by Grant Arthur Gochin for the provision of information, December 17, 2019
2. Contract for legal representation
Respectfully,
Rokas Rudzinskas, attorney
[signed]
Attorneys office of Rudzinskas and partners, +970 614 88303 rokas@rlaw.lt A. Mickevičiaus
street no. 14-2, LT-08119 Vilnius, Lithuania
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To: Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of Lithuania, Didžioji
street no. 17/1, Vilnius
REQUEST
for the provision of information
In your articles and documents you indicate the Genocide Center in its research bases itself on
academic methodology. By law, the Genocide Center in Lithuania sets the methodology for
historical research in the sphere of occupational regimes in the 20th century.
Following the disclosure of a finding of history on the actions of Petras Cvirka in service to the
Soviet regime, I notice the methodology applied by the Genocide Center for explaining historical
events isn't uniform. In assessing the activity of Cvirka during the time of the Soviet occupation,

the Genocide Center adheres to the characterization of collaborator as formulated by Dr.
Vyatuatas Tininis and Dr. Oleksandr John Motyl. This definition isn't applied, however, in
assessing the activity of Jonas Noreika during the Nazi occupation.
An act leading to the deportation of Lithuania's affluent and intellectuals is equated with
collaboration with the Soviet regime, while at the same time an act leading to the extermination
of the Jews of the Šiauliai district is not considered collaboration. In both cases, Cvirka as much
as Noreika acted resolutely and intentionally against the inhabitants of Lithuania, carrying out
the orders of the political regime.
In both cases, neither of these people acted according to their own conceptions, but rather in
carrying out the political will of the regime in power, in both cases documents were signed and
executed leading to the death of Lithuanian residents. The Genocide Center, though, in its
historical finding calls an order signed by Cvirka for deporting residents an actual order,
whereas in its historical findings characterizes Jonas Noreika's order for establishing a ghetto in
Žagarė, in which he says "I order ...," as "a letter regarding the isolation of Jews," and the
Genocide Center also officially calls further orders by Noreika for liquidating Jewish property
"letters."
In its finding of history, the Genocide Center says Cvirka "published propaganda articles
glorifying the U.S.S.R., called the occupation of Lithuania a 'liberation' and glorified Stalin and
Lenin." The Genocide Center underlines this propagandistic popularization and publishing effort
as a factor which demonstrates this person's intentionality and involvement in the political
activity of the occupying power.
Jonas Noreika was also active in popularization publishing and enjoyed writing. He was in
command of the Telšiai Lithuanian Activists Front whose press operation published the
newspaper Žemaičių žemė, which beginning in July of 1941 called itself "the newspaper of the
Lithuanian Activists Front." This is a documented fact. In the summer of 1941 this newspaper
published passages from Hitler's Mein Kampf translated into Lithuania. It featured anti-Semitic
articles alongside articles on Lithuanian independence.
One of the matters emphasized in the Genocide Center's finding of history demonstrating Cvirka
intentionally worked against the inhabitants of Lithuania is the fact he led a delegation which
travelled to Moscow "to bring home the sun of Stalin," i.e., to request Lithuania's incorporation in
the U.S.S.R.
The diary of Lithuanian Nationalist Party secretary Zenonas Blynas contains an entry stating
Jonas Noreika left Telšiai to travel to Kaunas on July 29, 1941, as head of a delegation bearing
the same name as the newspaper, Žemaičių žemė, in order to congratulate the Lithuanian
Activists Front government in Kaunas and to present the latter a declaration. The delegation,
confirmed by a crowd of thousands of residents of Telšiai, was the subject of issue no. 5 of the
Žemaičių žemė newspaper, which published the whole text of the declaration. The declaration
was written on the day of the mass murder of the Jews of Telšiai.
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As stated in Blynas's diary, Telšiai LAF commander Jonas Noreika led the delegation, whose
members were: "Telšiai district chief of police Bronius Juodikis, Telšiai district head
Ramanauskas, Telšiai district TDA leader (commandant) major Svilas, Plungė district leader

and head of the TDA battalion there lieutenant Alimas, Telšiai district hospital director Dr.
Plechavičius and director of the Telšiai branch of the Bank of Lithuania Jurkus." 1
It is a known fact that Bronius Juodikis, who was Noreika's deputy commander of the Telšiai
LAF, was accused of being one of the people in charge of the extermination of the Jews of
Telšiai. Lieutenant Alimas was accused of being in charge of the extermination of the Jews of
Plungė. Major Svilas, along with Alimas, commanded paramilitary organizations including the
TDA and police agencies which the Genocide Center has named as having "played a large role
in the Holocaust." 2 Half of the members of the delegation led by Jonas Noreika are implicated
in violence against Jews and the mass murder of Jews in Telšiai and Plungė.
Both Noreika and Cvirka and the circles close to them acted carrying out the political conceits of
the occupying powers. Both men were active purveyors and authors of propaganda, both led
delegations supporting the incorporation of Lithuania into the countries of the occupational
regimes and both of them made decisions to use force leading to the death of Lithuanian
residents.
The facts and circumstances are proximate and similar in both cases, but the official
assessment of both is different. In consideration of the aforementioned and in light of the fact
the Genocide Center is in charge of setting official methodology in this area of research, please
tell me why the Genocide Center assesses these two collaborators with the occupying regimes
who operated under similar conditions differently. What is behind the application of different
methodologies for making these assessments?
I await your reply within the time frame established by law.
Respectfully,
Grant Arthur Gochin
January 8, 2020
[signed]

Karo laiko dienorašis [Wartime Diary], Zenonas Blynas, Vilnius 2010, p. 93
Response by the Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of Lithuania on a
request to change their historical finding on Jonas Noreika dated July 19, 2019
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